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Forest Kingdom (Token Pack) is a great collection of
forest-themed monsters for your fey and forest-

themed campaigns. This token pack includes both
PFS and PFS2 rules, and includes the following

monsters in both styles of play: Amadan (the baby
fir tree, just right for the size of a feyling) Arkadyus-

Sakharov (pumpkin-skinned catfolk warrior, good
choice for a feyling) Astomoi (semisolid white
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humanoid catfolk, good choice for a feyling)
Banshee (ardent wights, bad choice for a feyling)

Barrow Wight (nixie, good choice for a feyling)
Blackthorn Dryad (ageless woodland elf, good

choice for feyling) Boreal Wight (great wights, the
ones to emulate if you're looking to emulate the

greatness of the boreal wight itself) Bokeryder (elf-
like elves, good choice for feyling) Bokeryder

Incubator (elf-like elves, good choice for a feyling)
Bokeryder Squad (three small elf-like elves, good

choice for a feyling) Bokeryder-Momma (eleven elf-
like elves, good choice for a feyling, good choice for

a mortal party) Bokeryder-Papa (eleven elf-like
elves, good choice for a feyling, good choice for a
mortal party) Boreal Wight Incubator (frost giant

creeper, good for an Imaginarium) Borneo Dabutan
(two massive ape-like trolls, good for a feyling)

Champion of the Forest (crow-like humanoid, good
for a mortal party) Chernobog (grisly god, great for

a mortal party, also great for an Imagination) Cho'ell
Wan (evil cultist human, bad choice for a mortal

party) Cousin of the Slough (unstable will-o'-wisp,
bad choice for a mortal party) Death Coach

(necromantic witch, bad choice for a mortal party)
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Degrassi Va'yush (catlike humanoid, bad choice for
a mortal party) Dendrite (stunted willow with thin

limbs, great for a mortal party
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Season 4 Pass purchasers receive one free tournament pack
Play Tokens allow you to customize your game experience
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Click the Google Play button below to go to the Google Play Store app. 
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